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GIANT: Partners

Academic Partners
- Grenoble Ecole de Management (GEM)
- Institut Polytechnique de Grenoble (G-INP)
- Université Joseph Fourier (UJF)

National Research Organizations
- Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS)
- Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et aux énergies alternatives (CEA)

European Large-scale Research Facilities
- European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)
- European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)
- Institut Laue Langevin (ILL)

Underpinned by local/regional/national/international authorities
The GIANT partners are working together with a common set of objectives:

- to respond to major societal challenges; information, energy and health
- to remove barriers to create centres of excellence
- to achieve a major urban transformation by harmonizing urban and scientific development
JSIam 2014: Objectives

- Connect GIANT Junior Scientists to Industry professionals: bridge the gap between industry & research, networking
- Shed light on the types of PhD appointments in companies: Prospect new potential sectors, open new career opportunities, confirm professional projects
JSIAM 2014: Real opportunities!

« Doc & Postdocs Superstars »
15 seconds to convince!

- Very attractive concept for industry professionals
  - Direct and easy access to Junior Scientist pool
  - Overview of skills, discussion of career paths
  - CV data base
- Successful event: post doc positions, job offers

www.jsiam-giant-grenoble.org
**Morning Session: Key Note speakers & debate**

«PhDs as innovation catalysts in industry»

2014: Saint-Gobain, STMicroelectronics, bioMérieux, Inlab, Valoridoc

✓ 2013: CTP, Cabinet Nony, GEM, Schneider Electric, ABG com,
✓ 2012: Screen Solar, ILL, Movea, GEM, STMicroelectronics
✓ 2011: R3Logic, Crocus Technology, Biomérieux, Soitec
✓ 2010: Schneider Electric, PX’Therapeutics, Pole Emploi
✓ 2009: ST, ImmunID Technologies, MEDEF, Minalogic

**Midi MINATEC**

« Doc & Postdoc Superstars ! »

video clips + 40 persons from industry + Award ceremony

**Afternoon sessions: Round Tables**

Pôle emploi, ABG – Intelli’agence, Xerox

+ GEM entrepreneurship interactive session
2014 key messages

- PhD is your advantage to get a job!
  - you are the expert
  - you know how to make a structured work,
  - intellectual rigor, curiosity and creativity
  - Transferable to sale and marketing job

- Improve: entrepreneurial spirit, leadership and adaptability to industry constraints, make science intelligible to convince

- Women: don’t underestimate yourself, integrate men strategy in your professional life, kids are not an obstacle for your career

- Build your network and your international experience, be connected, proactive, challenge yourself !!!
Roundtable session: entrepreneurship interactive session
- Matching MSc Entrepreneur students from Grenoble Ecole de management with junior scientists to work on a project
- 2 hours to come up with an elevator pitch for their product / start-up

Join the LinkedIn group: JSIam alumni
- Please give us your feedback and submit your ideas!
- Keep us aware of your successes !!!
JSiam 2014: A great Team

Coordinators: Alexandrine Sadoul, Hermine Vincent (CEA)
Webmaster: Toai Le Quang (CEA)
Student Contact: Thomas Ferrotti (Aitap), Larissa Djomeni
Mohammad Nasiruddin (UJF)
Industry Contact: Divya Gupta (UJF), Alexandre Monod (EMBL)
Round Tables: Thomas Dietsch (CEA), Alexandra Davydoiva (CEA),
Sebastian Schorch (GEM)
Logistics: Alexandrine Sadoul (CEA, GIANT)
Hermine Vincent (CEA, GIANT)
Debate leader: Greg Molecke (GEM)
Video Clips: Antoine Cicéron, Synopsis
Design: Florence Beley
JSiam 2014 is definitively “GIANT”!
Welcome to our guests
JSIam 2014: long term partnership

Large panel of industries

✓ Thank you to T. Repellin (AEPI)
✓ Thank you to MINALOGIC Team
✓ Pôle emploi : CV/cover letter preparation

Technical experts:

✓ Video: Antoine Cicéron (Synopsis Films)
✓ Logistics: MINATEC Events
✓ Design and logo: Florence Beley
A new 2015 JSIAM Team

7\textsuperscript{th} edition on \textbf{March 6\textsuperscript{th}, 2015}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Strengthen the Giant Campus life
  \item Bring new skills, new research fields, new talents to industry
\end{itemize}

Come and join the JSIAM 2015 Team !!!

Contact \texttt{jsiam@giant-grenoble.org}
And Now ....

- The 2014 JSiam jury is ready ....
- 24 clips on competition + 1 clip from InnovDoc
- Awesome Prizes !!!

Award Ceremony at 2:15 pm

Thanks to all participants
... let’s watch the Superstars !!!